OPERATION LIMITATIONS

RESTRICTED CATEGORY

MAKE: Hiller
MODEL: UH-12E

Serial No.: 5192
Registration No.: N40346

This helicopter is certified in the multiple category, standard and restricted. When in restricted category it shall be operated as per these limitations.

1. Gross weight of this helicopter is limited to 3,100 lbs. for any operation.

2. The helicopter shall be converted from one category to the other as per instructions on STC SH 165 NW installation and removal instruction #A-997 dated February 19, 1975.

3. When this aircraft is converted to standard category, a properly certificated mechanic shall make an entry in the helicopter record approving it for return to service.

4. The word 'RESTRICTED' shall be conspicuously displayed near the cockpit entrance.

5. While in the restricted category, the helicopter shall be operated as per FAR 91.39.

6. These restricted operating limitations are part of FAA Form 8130.6, dated May 3, 1983.

7. Upon returning this helicopter to the standard category, it shall be decontaminated of all economic poisons dispersed in the restricted category.
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